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Abstract: Wayside acoustic detection of train bearing faults plays a significant role in
maintaining safety in the railway transport system. Due to the relative movement
between the train and the detection system, the collected acoustic signals are distorted
by the Doppler Effect which results in frequency-domain distortion. Combining the
multi-scale chirplet path pursuit (MSCPP) method, a variable digital filter (VDF), and
a new motion parameter estimation method, a novel Doppler Effect reduction method
is proposed. This can be used by wayside acoustic monitoring systems to improve
detection system for train bearing faults, as illustrated in this paper. The MSCPP
method with the build-in criterions is firstly used to estimate the instantaneous
frequencies (IFs) of harmonic components in the wayside acoustic signals. Next,
VDFs whose centre frequencies are the fitted IFs are constructed to exclude harmonic
components. Using these, residual signals, free of strong harmonic interferences, can
be obtained. At the same time, the motion parameters can be obtained by using a
recently developed estimation method based on fitted IFs. The residual signal is then
resampled to reduce the Doppler Effect by using the resampling time vector
constructed using those estimated motion parameters. Finally, any bearing fault
features can be extracted using the spectral kurtosis (SK) method. The effectiveness
of the proposed signal processing method is verified by simulation and field-based
experiments, as demonstrated in this paper.
Keywords: Doppler Effect reduction, train bearing, wayside acoustic detection, multiscale chirplet path pursuit, variable digital filter, time-domain interpolation
resampling
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1 Introduction
Train bearings are a key component of the vehicle that must support the entire
weight of the train and operate at high speeds. Faults occurring in train bearings can
result in economic loss or even casualties. Hence, fault detection in these key
components plays a significant role in maintaining and continuing to increase role of
rail in transportation networks. Wayside acoustic detection for train bearings has
recently attracted increased attention because one monitoring station will observe
multiple vehicles and no physical track access is required in order to install the
equipment.
The signals obtained by wayside acoustic monitoring stations are distorted by the
Doppler Effect due to the relative motion between the train being inspected and the
detection system. The Doppler Effect results in serious frequency-domain distortion
to the collected signals, which is an obstacle to train bearing fault detection. Hence,
the reduction of the Doppler Effect is a key stage in wayside acoustic train bearing
fault detection. The most commonly used methods of Doppler Effect reduction can be
classified into two main categories: instantaneous frequency (IF)-based method, and
parameter-based method.
The IF-based methods are the combination of instantaneous frequency (IF)
extraction and time-domain interpolation resampling (TIR). Central to those methods
are accurate IF estimation. Some methods, (e.g. Hilbert transform [1], time-frequency
ridge extraction [2]) have been proposed to address this issue. In IF-based methods,
the resampling time vector tr is constructed based on the IF generated by the target
bearing and its invariant frequency fo [2, 3], as shown in Eq. (1).
k

tr (k )  
i 1

f o  ts
f o (ti )

(1)

where k is the resampling point; fo is the stationary frequency of the signal; f o (t ) is
the IF curve which is the variation of fo caused by the Doppler Effect; and t s is the
sampling interval for the raw signal. The advantage of this kind of method is that it is
simple to implement while yet effective. However, the resonance frequency of the
target bearing is difficult to estimate because of the complex structure of the rotational
system. Furthermore, Eq. (1) implies two problems: (i) how to find the IFs generated
by the target bearing, and (ii) how to estimate the invariant frequency fo beforehand.
Hence, these kinds of methods are rarely applied in practice.

The parameter-based method is a scheme that combines multiple motion
parameters and time-domain interpolation resampling. In order to construct the
resampling time vector, tr , motion parameters for the target bearing are obtained
using either velocity sensor based measurements or the matching pursuit method.
Using sensor based measurements, the parameters can be obtained in real time [4], but
extra sensors will increase cost of the condition monitoring system. To overcome this
disadvantage, researchers have proposed methods such as the Dopplerlet transform [5,
6] and the single side Laplace wavelet [7] which are based on matching a Doppler
distorted correlation model to calculate the motion parameters. In these methods, the
construction of tr is only based on motion parameters [8, 9], as shown in Eq. (2).

r 2  ( s  vt )2
(2)
tr  t 
c
where r is the distance between the train and the microphone measured
perpendicularly to the track; s is the initial distance between the train and
microphone measured longitudinally along the track (as shown in Figure 4); v is the
speed of the train (the speed is considered as a constant because the time for a train
passing the microphone is short); t is the time within the period of detection; and c is
the speed of sound. The performance of those matching pursuit methods has been
verified[5-7], however constructing the matching model is a time-consuming process
and thus these techniques cannot be applied in real-time condition monitoring systems.
Drawing from the strengths of both the IF and parameter based methods,
researchers have proposed a novel Doppler Effect reduction method in which IF
extraction and curve fitting, based on the least-squares method, are applied to estimate
motion parameters [8, 10, 11]. The method has been shown to perform well, however
the resonant frequencies of the target bearings can be masked by high levels of
background noise such as those found in real operating conditions. Additionally,
curve fitting based on the least-squares method is complex [12] and may not support
real-time operation.
To overcome the above problems, a novel Doppler Effect reduction method is
proposed in this paper. The method is a combination of the multi-scale chirplet path
pursuit (MSCPP) method, a variable digital filter (VDF), and the new motion
parameter estimation method described in [12]. The use of the MSCPP method with
the build-in criteria is firstly used to extract the IFs of harmonic components found in
wayside acoustic signals. The build-in criteria are used to determinate the births and
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Figure 1 Simplified flow chart of the proposed method
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Multi-scale chirplet atoms ha ,b , I (t ) are used in the MSCPP method, as follows
1 2

2

ha,b, I (t )  I ei ( at /2bt ) l I (t )
(5)
where a and b are the slope and offset coefficients respectively and at  b should be
less than f s / 2 (where f s is the sampling frequency); I is the dyadic time interval,
i.e. I  k 2 j ,(k  1)2 j  where

0,1, ⋯ , 2

1 and

0,1, ⋯ , log

1 ,

and N is the number of sampling points; l I (t ) is the rectangular window function,
which is 1 when t  I and 0 when t  I ; and I
makes ha ,b , I (t )

L2

1 2

is the normalization factor which

1.

Eq. (5) indicates that the IF of the multi-scale chirplet atom is at  b . Hence, the
IF of f(t ) can be estimated by linking the linear frequencies of the atoms together
piece by piece. The optimal atom in a dyadic time interval can be obtained through
calculating the maximum correlation coefficient βI between the atom and f(t ) in the
time interval, as shown in Eq. (6).
β I  max f(t ), ha ,b , I

(6)

I

where 

represents the inner product operator. In this case, βI contains the

amplitude and the initial phase information of f(t ) [15]. Denoting c I (t ) as the
representation of the component decomposed in the dyadic interval, this is expressed
as shown in Eq. (7).

c I (t )   I ei ( at

2

bt ) βI

l I (t )

(7)

The best path algorithm [15] is then used to construct c I (t ) whose time period is
equal to that of signal f(t ) and whose energy is the largest among all the possible
paths, as shown in Eq. (8).

max (  c I (t ) ) s.t .  n   I1n , I 2n ,   I 
2

I n

(8)

where n is the number of decompositions; and  n represents the analysis time
period without overlap. By repeating the above steps, f(t ) can be decomposed as
n

f(t )   c n (t )  r n
1

(9)

where r n is the residual signal after n-th decomposition. The energy of r n decreases
with increasing n . The decomposition is stopped if the energy of the residual signal
falls below a certain threshold. Hence, for a signal with multiple components, the
signal component extracted by the MSCPP method is the one with the largest energy
in the signal being analysed. The instantaneous frequency of the signal component
extracted by MSCPP can be estimated by concatenating the piecewise linear
frequencies of the chirplets.
While this approach has been shown to work for clean signals, there are multiple
IF curves and a high level of background noise in the time-frequency representations
of wayside acoustic signals. In order to avoid crossover between IFs, and to find the
true IF curves of the harmonic components, the use of an energy contribution
coefficient

1,2, ⋯ ,

is proposed, as shown in Eq. (10).
E TFR IF , ,⋯, ,
E TFR IF , ,⋯,

where IF

, ,⋯,

is the instantaneous frequency vector. IF

(10)
, ,⋯, ,

is the

instantaneous frequency vector without the i -th point; TFR() is the amplitude of the
time-frequency representation obtained using a short-time Fourier transform; E()
represents the energy of the vector. i has a greater value if the i -th point has a lesser
contribution to the energy of the IF component, and vice-versa. The energy
contribution coefficient vector θ

,

,⋯,

is normalised as θ, as shown in Eq.

(11)
θ  θ min
θˆ 
θ max  θ min

(11)

where and θ max and θmin are the maximum and minimum values of θ respectively.
Two build-in criteria for the MSCPP method are proposed to determine the births
and the deaths of the IF curves caused by the Doppler Effect, as shown as Eq. (12).
TFR(IFi , j )  θˆ M( TFR(IFi ) )

IFi ,I k 1 (start )  IFi ,I k (end)  0

(12)

where IFi , j is the j-th point in the i-th IF curve; IFi ,I k 1 (start ) and IFi ,I k (end) are the start
point of the (k+1)-th time interval and the end point of the k-th time interval in the i-th
IF curve, respectively; M(  ) represents the mean operation of the absolute value.

The sections of IF curves with minor amplitude values are easily influenced by
background noise and other components in the time-frequency domain, which easily
results in relatively large errors for motion parameter estimation. Hence, the first
criterion in Eq. (12)is proposed to exclude IF sections with minor amplitude values in
the time-frequency domain. In addition, the IF curves caused by the Doppler Effect
monotonically decreases according to Eq. (17). What’s more, the background noise
will influence the slope of the IF sections in some time intervals I in real operating
conditions. Hence, the second criterion in Eq. (12), as a compromise, is proposed.
Through considering both criterions in Eq. (12), the births and deaths of interested IF
sections can be identified.
3 Variable digital filter with zero-phase shift
A variable digital filter is constructed and used to exclude harmonic components
from the collected wayside acoustic signal. The fitting line of the IF obtained using
the MSCPP method is used as the centre frequency of the VDF.
The transform function of the VDF H( s, t ) can be obtained by changing the
frequency variable s  in that of original filter H( s) [16], that is H( s , t )  H( s) . The
Chebyshev

filter is selected as the base filter used in this paper. The main reasons

for this are that its amplitude response function is steep in the transition band and
decreases monotonously. As described in [16], the relationship between s and s  is
sc
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w
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(13)

where c is the cut-off frequency of the classical low-pass filter H( s) ; s is the
sampling frequency; and z and bw are the centre frequency and bandwidth of the
VDF, respectively.

By design, the centre frequency for the VDF changes with time. This may result
in phase shift and hence signal distortion. Hence, a forward-backward filter is used to
eliminate phase shift. The forward-backward filter algorithm is a common tool used to
create a zero-phase nonlinear filter [17, 18]. Examples of the use of a forwardbackward filter to obtain a phase shift-free signal can be found in [18-20].
The Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) method is one of the most
commonly used methods for nonlinearly separating components of a signal [21]. To
verify the effectiveness of the MSCPP and the VDF method, a comparison with
respect to the EMD method is conducted; results are shown in Figure 2. Three
simulated test signals with different SNR but all including the same two harmonic
components influenced by the Doppler Effect are used in the comparison. Their time
domain waveforms are shown in Figure 2 (a). Both harmonic components are
constructed according to acoustic theory as described in [22]. The motion parameters
are set as: v = 35 m/s, c = 340 m/s, r = 0.2 m, fs = 8192 Hz. In addition, the initial
longitudinal distance (along the track) and stationary frequency for both components
are (s1 = 2 m, f1 = 200 Hz) and (s2 = 4 m, f2 = 100 Hz) respectively. The signal-to-noise
ratios (SNR) for the three simulated signals are different, i.e. noise does not exist in
the first signal and the SNR for the latter two signals are 0 dB and -5 dB respectively.
Figure 2 (b) and (c) shows the results after the simulated signals are subjected to the
MSCPP+VDF and EMD methods respectively. Figure 2 (b) shows that the
MSCPP+VDF method can be used to extract the elements of harmonic components
with high energies effectively. Intrinsic mode functions (IMFs) corresponding to two
harmonic components are obtained by using the EMD method [23], which are shown
in Figure 2 (c). Figure 2 (c) shows that the EMD method has limited capacity for the
separation of harmonic components influenced by Doppler Effect. It can be seen from
Figure 2 that the MSCPP+VDF method has a greater capability for resisting noise
than the EMD method. Hence, the MSCPP+VDF method is considered to be
advantageous in the separation of multiple harmonic components influenced by the
Doppler Effect.
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d
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(17)

1

(18)

is the constant frequency of the i-th acoustic tone. c is the speed of sound in

the air. In general, c can be calculated using the temperature and humidity as over
this scale it is not heavily influenced by the wind. Or, as in the field experiments
carried out here, it can be measured. In this case an R3-50 sonic anemometer was
used to measure the speed of sound [4]. The derivative of Eq. (18) gives:
f

f

It can be seen from Eq. (19) that f

(19)

is less than zero, that is, f

in Eq. (18)

has a monotonically decreasing trend. To determine an estimation of the CPA time
(teci) for the i-th sound source, the maximum value of the IF derivative is used, as
shown in Eq. (20).
Arg max f

, is shown as follows:

The estimation of train speed,
∑
∑

where

(20)

f

;

f

f

;

f

f
f

(21)

f

is the estimated value of tc for the i-th sound source. There is a minor error

between the true and estimated IFs associated with each sound source. These errors
are not systematic, and hence an average of the estimated values from a number of
sound sources should be used to provide an accurate estimate of train speed, vea . The
process for estimating the train speed is summarised in Figure 5.

Acoustic signal

MSCPP

IF1

tec1

ve1

IF2

tec2

ve2

...

...

...

IFn

tecn

ven

Average

vea

Figure 5 The process of estimating train speed

The estimated initial longitudinal distance between where the target bearing
enters the detection region and the microphone (along the track), se , is

(22)
where t0 is the time when the target bearing enters the detection zone and tct is the
CPA time for the target bearing. Eq. (21) and Eq. (22) show that motion parameters
( v, s ) can be estimated after extracting the IFs of harmonic components of the
recorded acoustic signals. By substituting ( vea , se ) into Eq. (2), the resampling time
vector tr can be obtained. Hence, the Doppler-free signal can be constructed by using
the TIR method.
5 A novel Doppler Effect reduction method for wayside acoustic detection of train
bearing faults
In this paper, a novel method combining the multi-scale chirplet path pursuit
(MSCPP) method, a variable digital filter (VDF) and a new motion parameter
estimation method is proposed to remove the Doppler Effect from wayside acoustic
signal associated with train axle bearings.

In the proposed method, IFs of the

harmonic components are first extracted using the multi-scale chirplet path pursuit
(MSCPP) method. A cubic-spline is then used to fit standard curves to the extracted
IFs. Next, the motion parameters ( v, s ) associated with the curves are estimated using
the new motion parameter estimation method. At the same time, the curves are used to
define the centre frequencies of a series of VDFs. In this work, the VDF bandwidth is
set to be 15 Hz. The VDFs are then used to exclude the unwanted harmonic
components of the signal which are assumed to be noise. In this work, the process is
repeated until the duration of the shortest IF is less than 0.25 of the detection period
(i.e. one sixteenth of a second). The motion parameters can be obtained through an
average of multiple harmonic components, and from these the resampling time vector
can also be calculated. At the same time, a residual signal can be obtained by using
the VDFs to exclude strong harmonic components. From these two things, the
Doppler-free signal can be obtained by subjecting the residual signals to the timedomain interpolation resampling (TIR) method. Finally, the fault feature signal can be
extracted from the Doppler-free signal using the spectral kurtosis method. Bearing
faults can thus be detected by observing the Hilbert envelope of the fault feature
signal. A flow chart describing this method is shown in Figure 6.

Start
Acoustic signal x
MSCPP
Cubic-spline
fitting
End

i-th IF curve

Filtered signal
xf=x-∑yi

VDF

Estimation of
motion parameters

Fault feature

i-th harmonic
component yi

Average

Spectral kurtosis

(vea,se)

Doppler-free signal xr(tr)

Resampling time
vector tr

TIR

yes
tIFi>Threshold
no
Residual signal xr

Figure 6: Flow chart for the proposed method

6 Verification by simulation
Based on acoustic theory described by Morse [22], the collected sound pressure
at the microphone P can be expressed as Eq. (23) when the sound source is given as
harmonic with an intensity of q  q0 sin(0t ) .

P

q00
 cos(0 (t  d c))
4 d (1  M cos  )

(23)

In Eq. (21), d is the distance between the sound source and the microphone; and
M  v / c ( v is the train speed and c is the speed of sound). As previously discussed,

the variation of the frequency is described by Eq. (16).
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, a simulated signal is
constructed according to the standard practices as described in [10, 24]. The simulated
signal is shown in Eq. (22). In practice, there are many components in a collected
acoustic signal including those with strong harmonic elements. Thus, 6 harmonic
components

⋯

and a Gaussian noise n (t ) are added to a weak periodical impulse

signal s(t ) to simulate a bearing fault signal whose signal-to-noise rate is -5dB. In the
simulated signal, the fault feature frequency, f c , is set to 160 Hz. The resulting
simulated signal represents a wayside acoustic signal of a train bearing, including the
Doppler Effect, reconstructed according to Morse’s acoustic theory as described in

[22]]. The motiion parametters of sounnd sources for
f the harm
monic compponents and
d the
imppulse signall are given in Table 11. The sam
mpling frequ
uency is 81192 Hz and
d the
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sam
mpling time is 0.25 s. The
T train speeed, v , and
d speed of sound,
s
and 340 m/s, reespectively. The ampliitude valuess, A, of each
h componennt are show
wn in
Tabble 1.
6

x(t )  s (t )   hi (t )  n(t )

(24)

i 1

Tablee 1 Motion parrameters of thhe harmonic co
omponents and the impulse signal
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The MSCP
PP method is used to extract IFss of the harrmonic com
mponents in
n the
simuulated signal with Dop
ppler Effectt. The extraacted IFs arre shown inn Figure 8. The
dashhed black lines in the figure reprresent the IFs of the harmonic
h
coomponents. The
solid blue linees representt cubic-spliine fittings associated with eachh IF curve. The
fittinng lines aree used to esstimate the velocity vaalues as sho
own in Tablle 2. Hence, the

train speed can be estimated to be 35.66 m/s. Given a known tc in the simulated
signal ( tc =0.116), the estimate for the initial longitudinal distance between the train
and the microphone (along the track) would therefore be 4.14 m, as per Eq. 22.
Substituting these parameters ( vea , se ) into Eq. (2), the resampling time vector, tr ,
can be obtained as shown in Figure 9.
Resampling time

h3
h2
h4

Time/s

Frequency/Hz

h1

h6

Sampling time

h5

Time/s

Sample

Figure 8 IFs extracted by MSCPP and fitting
curves

Figure 9 Time vectors

Table 2 Estimated velocity values for harmonic components

ve

h1

h2

h3

h4

h5

h6

43.4

31.94

33.28

34.46

34.06

36.82

A series of variable digital filters whose centre frequencies are based on the fitted
values of the IF curves are constructed in order to exclude harmonic components
which would otherwise dominate the fault signals. The residual signal can then be
resampled according to the resampling time vector, tr . The time domain waveform of
the resampled signal is shown in Figure 10(a). Figure 10 (b) and (c) show the Hilbert
envelope spectrum and TFR of the resampled signal respectively. Comparing Figure
7(c) and Figure 10(c), it can be seen that the main harmonic components are excluded,
and that the residual harmonic components still exist. Figure 10 (b) shows that there is
no obvious peak at fc or any of its harmonics, which results in misdiagnosis.
The resampled signal is subjected to the SK method with the result shown in
Figure 11. Figure 11 (a) shows the time domain waveform of the fault feature signal.
Comparing this with Figure 10 (a), the impulse signal is more clearly evident and the
residual harmonic components are excluded. This is confirmed by the TFR of the fault
feature signal as shown in Figure 11 (c). Peaks at fc , 2 fc and 3 fc are prominent in

the Hilbert envvelope specctrum of thhe fault feaature signall shown in Figure 11 (b).
o the propo sed method
d is demonsttrated.
Hennce, the effeectiveness of

Figuure 10 the resaampled signal without Dopppler Effect (a)) time domain
n waveform (bb) Hilbert envelope
specctrum (c) time--frequency rep
presentation oof the resamplled signal.

Figuure 11 Fault feeature signal extracted by SK
K (a) time dom
main waveforrm (b) Hilbert envelope
specctrum (c) time--frequency rep
presentation oof the fault feaature signal

To test thee anti-noisee ability of tthe proposeed method, several sim
mulation sig
gnals
withh different SNR values are constructed. The
T estimateed values oof vea and
d the
relaative errors ε (

|

|/ ) caan be obtain
ned by usin
ng the propoosed method
d, as

show
wn in
Table 3. The table shows thaat the ε will
w increasse with SN
NR. Figuree 12
dem
monstrates thhat Hilbert envelope sppectra of fau
ult feature signals
s
whicch are extraacted
from
m the simulation signalls with diffe
ferent SNR using
u
the prroposed meethod. When
n the
SNR
R is equal to
t -9 dB, th
he fault featture frequen
ncy, fc, or its harmoniccs is hard to
t be
founnd in Figuree 12 (d).

Table 3 The values of vea and ε for simulation signals with different SNR

-6

-7

-8

-9

vea

35.72

36.27

37.13

39.54

ε

2.1%

3.6%

6.1%

13%

fc

SNR=-6 dB
2fc
3fc

(b)

Amplitude

Amplitude

(a)

SNR

Frequency/Hz
fc

SNR=-8 dB

Frequency/Hz

Frequency/Hz
(d)

Amplitude

Amplitude

(c)

SNR=-7 dB
2fc
3fc

fc

fc

SNR=-9 dB

Frequency/Hz

Figure 12 The Hilbert envelope spectra of the fault feature signals extracted from simulation signals
with different SNR.

7 Verification using field experiments
In order to test the performance of the proposed method in a real railway
environment, acoustic signals were collected from the wayside as a test train was
passing. The wayside acoustic system is represented in Figure 3 and described in [4]
although in this experiment data from only one microphone within the array system
was considered. The test train consisted of a single car of a DMU hauling two test
wagons, as shown in Figure 13 (a). The speed of the test train through the monitored
section was approximately 13.5 m/s, i.e. approximately 278 RPM for a wheel size of
0.9 m. For safety reasons, it was not possible to operate a train with known faulty
bearings, so instead a loudspeaker was fitted to the third axle of the train and an
acoustic signal recorded from bearings being operated in the test facility was played
in order to simulate a vehicle with a bearing fault. Ground reflections were reduced
both by selection of a test site with an open and grassed area to disperse reflections,
and the use of an acoustic barrier as part of the construction of a wedge shaped
acoustic funnel, again described in [4]. Two cases were considered, Case 1 represents
a fault in the outer race, while Case 2 represents a roller fault. These are shown as
Figure 13 (b) and (c). In order to align the recordings with the speed of the train, the
rotational speed used during the laboratory measurements was approximately
270 RPM. The sampling frequency used was 8192 Hz. The parameters of the test

bearring are shoown in . The
T roller ppassing freq
quency outer race f RPFOO and the roller
faullt frequencyy f RFF are approximate
a
ely 43Hz an
nd 35Hz ass calculatedd using Eq. (23)
and Eq. (24), reespectively..
Tablle 4 Test beariing parameters
Number
N
of rolllers
Typee
n
TAROL 130/2330-U-TVP

22

Roller diameter
RD
R

Piitch diameter
PD

Contact ang
gle

24
4 mm

187 mm

6.9o



Figure 13 (a)) Test train (b)) Test bearingg with outer raace fault (c) Teest bearing wiith roller faultt

f RPFO 

f RFF

n  RD

co
os   f r
1 
2  PD


PD   RD


cos  
1  
RD   PD


2


 f r


(25)

(26)

Casse 1: Outer race
r
fault deetection
The time domain
d
wav
veform of thhe field test signal correesponding tto the outer race
faullt is shown as Figure 14
4 (a); the bllack line co
orresponds to the signall from the liightgatee aligned with
w
the miicrophone. Figure 14 (b) shows the sectionn of the siignal
seleected for annalysis, whicch is taken when the 3rd bearing passes the m
microphonee, tc
=5.6617 s. The signal
s
sectio
on is divideed into two parts,
p
i.e. L1 and L2, bby the light--gate
signnal as shownn in Figure 14 (b). L1 correspond
ds to an 800
0 sample secction beforee the

bearring passes the light gate
g (and mi
microphone),, and L2 a 1248 samplle section after.
a
Thee detection period
p
is th
he range off time assocciated with the
t passagee of the beaaring
pastt the microphone and between L
L1 and L2. It is chosen
n based onn vehicle sp
peed,
wheeel diameterr, and beariing geomettry to ensurre that all elements of the bearing
g are
obseerved whilee being load
ded. In this w
work, the detection perriod is seleccted to be 0.25 s
as thhe wheel diiameter is 0.9
0 m and thhe vehicle assumed
a
to have a minnimum speeed of
40 K
Km/h.
The TFR and the Hilbert
H
enve lope spectrrum of the signal beinng analysed
d are
show
wn in Figuure 14 (c) and (d) reespectively. Figure 14 (d) showss that the fault
infoormation is masked by
y strong har
armonic inteerference (aat 20 Hz) aand backgro
ound
noisse, which reesult in misss-diagnosis..

Figuure 14 Acoustiic signal colleected by waysside acoustic detection
d
systeem - Case 1 (aa) the time do
omain
waveeform of the collected sig
gnal (b) the tiime domain waveform
w
of the section ssignal selecteed for
analyysis signal (c)) TFR of the analysis
a
signall (d) Hilbert en
nvelope spectrum of the ana
nalysis section

The signall section to
o be analyssed is subjeected to thee MSCPP m
method and
d the
extrracted IF cuurves corressponding too harmonic componentts are show
wn in Figuree 15.
Thee dashed blaack lines in Figure 15 aare IF curvees. Curve fittting is usedd to estimatee the
mottion parameeters. The fiitted curvess are shown
n as solid bllue lines inn Figure 15, and

vea , is found to be
the velocity vaalues are giiven in Tabble 5. Thus,, the train speed,
s
a the initiial longitudiinal distance between tthe train and
d the
13.334 m/s usingg Eq. (21) and
miccrophone, see , can be fo
ound to be 1.34 m. In Table 5, thee relative errror, ε, betw
ween

the estimated speed, vea, and the actual speed, v, shows that the proposed method can
be used to estimate the actual speed accurately. In addition, the highest-energy IF
ridge extracted in TFR plane using the STFT method is applied to the motion
parameter estimation, comparing with the MSCPP method. The estimated motion
parameters using the STFT method is shown in Table 5 which demonstrates that the
MSCPP method has an obvious advantage.
Table 5 Estimation motion parameter values of for harmonic components - Case 1

ve (h1)

ve (h2)

ve (h3)

vea

ε

se

MSCPP

15.98 m/s

14.47 m/s

9.56 m/s

13.34 m/s

1.2%

1.34 m

STFT

14.76 m/s

16.34 m/s

12.35 m/s

14.48 m/s

7.3%

1.45 m

h1
Resampling time

h2

Time/s

Figure 15 IFs of harmonic components for field
test Case 1

Time/s

Frequency/Hz

h3

Sampling time

Sample

Figure 16 Time vectors in Case 1

Substituting these parameters ( vea , se ) into Eq. (2), the resampling time vector
tr can be obtained, as shown in Figure 16 .Variable digital filters are then constructed

to exclude the harmonic components whose centre frequencies are obtained by fitting
curves to the IF curves obtained using the MSCPP method. The residual signal can be
obtained and resampled according to the resampling time vector, tr . The time domain
waveform of the resampled signal is shown in Figure 17 (a). Comparing this with
Figure 19 (b), the harmonic components have been removed. This can be verified by
observing the TFR of the resampled signal, as shown in Figure 17 (c). The Hilbert
envelope spectrum of the resampled signal as shown in Figure 17 (b) indicates that the
bearing fault feature is still masked by high levels of background noise and residual
harmonic components, most notably at 12.5 Hz and 141.7 Hz. In order to overcome
this, the resampled signal is next subjected to the spectral kurtosis method. The time
domain waveform of the extracted fault feature signal is shown in Figure 18 (a). The
Hilbert envelope spectrum and TFR of the fault feature signal are shown in Figure 18

(b) and (c) reespectively. Figure 188 (b) showss peaks at f RPFO and 3 f RPFO , which
w
indiicates the prresence of an
a outer racee defect in the
t test bearring.

Figuure 17 The resaampled signall without Dopppler Effect in case 1 (a) tim
me domain wav
aveform (b) Hiilbert
enveelope spectrum
m (c) time-freq
quency repressentation of th
he resampled signal
s

Figuure 18 Fault feeature signal extracted
e
by SK
K - Case 1 (a)) time domain
n waveform (bb) Hilbert envelope
specctrum (c) time--frequency rep
presentation oof the fault feaature signal

Casse 2: Roller fault detecttion
Figure 19 (a) shows the time doomain waveeform of th
he acoustic signal with
h the
rolleer fault reccorded durin
ng the fieldd tests; the black line correspondds to the siignal
from
m the light--gate aligned with the microphonee. This corrresponds too the time when
w
the 3rd bearingg passes thee microphonne, tc =5.394
4 s. A section of the ccollected siignal
withh 2048 sam
mpling pointts, as shownn in Figure 19 (b), is selected
s
forr analysis based
on tthe positionn of tc. As with
w Case 1 , the section
n of the anaalysis signall is divided into
twoo parts L1 and
a L2 who
ose length aare 800 poin
nts and 124
48 points reespectively. The
TFR
R and the Hilbert
H
enveelope spectrrum of the section
s
sign
nal are show
wn in Figurre 19
(c) and (d) resspectively. These indiicate that th
he fault feaature signall is masked
d by

stroong harmonic componeents (e.g. att 31Hz) and
d backgrou
und noise, w
which results in
miss-diagnosis.

Figuure 19 Acousttic signal colleected by waysside acoustic detection
d
systeem - Case 2 (aa) the time do
omain
waveeform of the collected sig
gnal (b) the tiime domain waveform
w
of the section ssignal selecteed for
analyysis (c) TFR of
o the analysiss section (d) H
Hilbert envelop
pe spectrum of
o the analysiss signal

Figure 20 shows the result of aapplying thee MSCPP method
m
to tthe fault siignal
secttion. Five cuurves, correesponding too harmonic componentts, are extraacted and cu
urves
are fitted to theem. As with
h Case 1, thhe fitted cu
urves are used to estim
mate the velo
ocity
valuues which are
a given in Table 6. Thhus, the estimated train
n speed , veaa , is found to
t be
14.004 m/s and the initial longitudinall distance beetween the train and m
microphone, se ,
is 1.37 m, as described
d
by
y Eq. (22). Also, the estimated
e
motion
m
param
meters by using
u
the STFT methhod are sho
own in Tabble 6, which
h demonstrates the sup
uperiority off the
MSCPP methood. Then, Substituting
S
g these parrameters (vea , se ) intoo Eq. (2),, the
resaampling tim
me vector, tr , can be obbtained, as sh
hown in Fig
gure 21.

h5

h4
h2

Resam
mpling time
Time/s

Frequency/Hz

h3

Samplingg time

h1

Sample

Time/s

Figuure 20 IFs of harmonic
h
comp
ponents for fieeld
test C
Case 2

Figuree 21 Time vecttors in Case 2

m
parameeter values for harmonic co
omponents - C
Case 2
Table 6 Estimated motion

ve (h1)

ve (h2)

ve (h3)

ve (h4)

ve (h5)

vea

ε

se

MSCPP
P

22.77 m/ss

10.78 m/s

12.88 m//s

10.7 m/ss

13.07 m//s

14.04 m/
m/s

4%

1.37 m

STFT

23.12 m/ss

11.31 m/s

13.56 m//s

12.05 m//s

14.67 m//s

14.94 m/
m/s

10.7%

1.46 m

As with thhe first field test case, vvariable digiital filters arre constructted using ceentre
freqquencies baased on the fitted curvves. The ressidual signaal obtainedd after the main
m
harm
monic compponents are excluded uusing the VD
DFs is then resampled according to
t tr
and thus a signnal free of the
t Dopplerr Effect can
n be obtaineed. The SK method is used
u
to eextract fault feature signals from thhe Doppler-free signall and the ressult is show
wn in
Figuure 22. Figuure 22 (b) (the Hilberrt envelope spectrum) shows peakks at f RFF and

3fRFFF , which inndicate the presence
p
off a bearing ro
oller fault.

Figuure 22 Fault feeature signal extracted by SK
K - Case 2 (a)) time domain
n waveform (bb) Hilbert enveelope
specctrum (c) time--frequency rep
presentation oof the fault feaature signal

Connclusion

In this paper, a novel method based on a combination of the MSCPP method, the
application of a series of VDFs and a new motion parameter estimation method is
proposed and demonstrated to be suitable for the removal of the Doppler Effect from
wayside acoustic signals. The effectiveness of the proposed method has successfully
been verified through testing with a known simulated signal and through two case
studies. The MSCPP component of the proposed method has been shown to be able to
extract IFs corresponding to relevant harmonic components. VDFs, whose centre
frequencies are chosen by fitting curves to the IFs, are then constructed and used to
exclude these main harmonic components. The motion parameters of the train bearing
can be estimated, using the new motion parameter estimation method, and used to
generate a resampling time vector. Finally, the Doppler-free signal can be obtained by
resampling the residual signal from the VDF outputs using the resampling time vector.
Fault feature extraction is then demonstrated by applying the SK method to the
Doppler-free signals. Computation for the approach can be undertaken using a
standard laptop computer sufficiently quickly that in a deployed system it could occur
between vehicle passages. The proposed method has been evaluated using both
simulation and field experiments. The following conclusions are obtained through
consideration of this testing:
(1) The MSCPP method is a powerful tool for the extraction of IFs. However, it
is not possible to automatically select its parameters which somewhat limits its
practical application. Hence, adaptive parameter selection for MSCPP is a target
of further research.
(2) The new motion parameter estimation method is effective. However, the
results are highly dependent on accurate IF estimation. Improved IF extraction
methods should, therefore, be a target of future research.
(3) In this work, light-gate sensor was used to identify the vehicle passage and
define the detection period for the target bearing. In order to decrease the cost and
improve practicality, a method which can be used to extract several IFs
simultaneously should be researched.
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